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Preview of Findings

Based on an experiment in 471 (8%) of Afghanistan’s 5,897
polling centers:

1. Photo Quick Count can reduce election fraud

I 25% reduction in votes for powerful candidates

I 60% reduction in stolen materials

2. Effects are localized to candidates with a connection to the
provincial elections official in charge of aggregation

3. Intervention increases stated support for the government
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I Ranked 176th according to Transparency International
Corruption Perceptions Index

I 2010 Wolesi Jirga elections second in the post-Taliban era
I Viewed as a referendum on Afghan support for the 2010 surge
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Motivation

I Enfranchisement matters...

...for service provision:

Pande (2003), Chattopadhyay and Duflo (2004), Fujiwara (2010)
Martinez-Bravo, Padro-i-Miquel, Qian, and Yao (2012)

...and for accountability and stability:

Ferraz and Finan (2008, 2011), McChrystal (2009), Zoellick (2011)

I Question 1: Can we use technology to police elections?

I Political connections, correcting externalities, and corruption:

Bertrand, Djankov, Hanna, and Mullainathan (2007), Fisman (2001), Khwaja
and Mian (2005), Olken and Pande (2011)

I Question 2: Do political connections facilitate election
fraud?

I Question 3: Do cleaner elections increase support for
the government?
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Electoral Institutions in Afghanistan

I 34 electoral districts (provinces), 249 delegates, and
candidates run at large

I Large district magnitude and many candidates
I Many candidates running for each seat
I Many seats in each constituency
I Victory thresholds are difficult to predict ex ante
I Many candidates may simultaneously buy votes

I No formal party system or mechanism for transferring votes

I Heavy reliance on political networks that pre-date the US
invasion

I Strong incentives for fraud:
I War-related rents

I Weak accountability for election officials and imperfect
government control
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The Aggregation Process

Control: Polling Center Manager 
(PCM) 

Provincial  
Aggregation 

Center 
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Polling Centers 

 Provincial Aggregation Centers 

Control: Province Elections 
Officer (PEO) 
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Evaluating the Intervention

 

Polling Center Name:  ………………….. 

Polling Center Code:……………………. 

Date: ……………………………………… 

 

 

Dear Sir or Madam- 

 Greetings! I am an official election observer with the Opinion Research Center of 

Afghanistan (ORCA). My organization is providing this letter to collect some important information 

about your polling center and share it with our main office. Your polling center has been randomly 

selected from among polling centers in this province. 

In our attempts to help Afghanistan have free and fair elections, I will return to this polling center 

tomorrow morning in order to take pictures of the results for every candidate in every station on the 

tally sheets after they have been posted. 

The information will be posted on a website that belongs to local and international election 

observers so that it will be used by the people of Afghanistan, the international community, and 

local and international media.  We will also compare the photos taken with the tally certified by the 

IEC in Kabul.  

 As recognition that you have read and understood this letter, please sign here: ___________ 

 Thank you kindly for your help and cooperation. 

  

 

Sincerely, 

Haj Abdul Nabi Barakzai 

Deputy Head of ORCA 

 

Name and Signature of manager of polling station:……………………………………… 
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Evaluating the Intervention

                        

 

 

 

 نام مرکز رائ دهی: _________________                                        تاریخ: ________________     
                                         ___ مرکز رائ دهی: _____________کود

    
 به حضور محترم آقای / خانم

مسئولیت نظارت 472 مراکز رائ برحسب توافقنامه کمیسیون مستقل انتخابات دفتر اورکا 
 دهی را بر عهده دارد.

میباشد و برای او   (ORCA) دفتربه    مربوطیک تن از نظارت کننده گان رسمیدارنده مکتوب 
معلومات  تا بتواند  مرکز رای دهی تسلیم نمودهدراین تا این مکتوب را وظیفه سپرده شده است
. این مرکز دفتر مرکزی شریک بسازدجمع آوری نموده و با  مرکز رای دهی این و دقیق را ازموثق
این ولایت  تمام مراکز رای دهی میانبه صورت تصادفی از گر به شمول چندین مراکز دیرای دهی 
 انتخاب شده است.

فردا صبح . ناظر ما  یک انتخابات آزاد و مشروع در افغانستان کمک خواهیم کرد تقویتبرایما 
    . نصب میگردد اخذ نمایدمرکز رای دهیاین که در را نتایج کاندیدان لست  آمد تا تصاویر از دخواه

گذاشته مربوط به ناظرین انتخاباتی داخلی و خارجی این نتایج در سایت انترنتی تصاویر 
 از این نتایج ، موسسات خارجی، و مطبوعات داخلی و خارجیخواهد شد تا تمام مردم افغانستان 
 نتایج را با نتایج که از طرف اینتصاویر حاصله از ناظرحیث مناستفاده کنند. و همچنان ما 
  انتخابات در کابل نشر میشود مقایسه خواهیم کرد.  مستقلکمیسیون

 در پائین  ایدبرای تائید اینکه این مکتوب بدسترس شما قرار گرفته و شما انرا مطالعه نموده
 مضا نمائید. لطف نموده ا

 از همکاری شما قبلاَ اظهار سپاس.

 

 

 بااحترام                                                                                                                            

 حاجی عبدالنبی بارکزی

 معاون دفتر اورکا 

    آمر محترم مرکزرائ دهی: _______________                                     یامضااسم و 
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Experimental Sample
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Measuring Fraud

1. Candidate agents remove tallies or damage materials

I Collected by interviewers the day after the election

I Posting is required by law

2. Votes for the Most Connected Candidate

I Cardinal measure is important

I Should reflect reoptimization (during month long certification)
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Measuring support for the Afghan government I

I In your opinion, is Afghanistan a democracy or not a
democracy?

I Who is mainly responsible for delivering services in your
neighborhood (RANDOMIZE ORDERING): the central
government, your Member of Parliament, religious or ethnic
leaders, the provincial government, or the community
development council?
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Measuring support for the Afghan government II

I In your opinion, how important is it for you to share
information about insurgents to the Afghan National Security
Forces (for example, pending IED attacks or the location of
weapons caches): is it very important, somewhat important,
or not at all important?

I If you had a dispute with a neighbor, who would you trust to
settle it (randomize ordering): head of family, police, courts,
religious leaders, shura, elders, ISAF, or other?
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Measuring Political Connectedness

To measure the effect of the intervention on votes:

Political Connection Indexi = Karzaii+Gov′ti+DEOi+PEOi

where:

I Karzaii = 1: indirect connection (e.g. through a relative);
Karzaii = 2 direct connection (e.g. working directly)

I Governmenti = 1: minor gov’t post (e.g. teacher);
Governmenti = 2: major gov’t post (e.g. minister)

I DEOi = 1: connection to the District Elections Officer

I PEOi = 1: Provincial Elections Officer

Our test of predictions 2 and 3 divides the sample by PEOi.
Connected to aggregator: PEOi = 1
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Table 1 - Randomization Verifcation

Control Treatment Difference p-value
(1) (2) (1) vs. (2) (1) vs. (2)

Plans to turnout during election (=1) 0.788 0.797 0.009 0.682
[0.237] [0.232] (0.022)

Believes vote is secret (=1) 0.664 0.650 -0.014 0.561
[0.267] [0.255] (0.025)

Can identify sitting MP (=1) 0.372 0.386 0.013 0.664
[0.327] [0.318] (0.031)

Problems with ballot transport are likely (=1) 0.533 0.534 0.001 0.974
[0.304] [0.302] (0.029)

Local violence likely on elect. day (=1) 0.501 0.483 -0.018 0.570
[0.317] [0.347] (0.032)

MP Candidate from same sub-tribe (=1) 0.233 0.232 -0.001 0.973
[0.221] [0.227] (0.021)

Pashtun (=1) 0.326 0.318 -0.008 0.830
[0.388] [0.407] (0.038)

Has electricity (=1) 0.726 0.706 -0.020 0.491
[0.300] [0.323] (0.030)

District governor keeps elect. fair (=1) 0.111 0.114 0.004 0.814
[0.170] [0.169] (0.016)

Visited by international election monitors (=1) 0.144 0.174 0.030 0.380
[0.350] [0.378] (0.034)

Visited by domestic election monitors (=1) 0.885 0.849 -0.037 0.245
[0.319] [0.359] (0.032)

Indelible ink washes or not available (=1) 0.789 0.744 -0.045 0.255
(pre-treatment) [0.409] [0.438] (0.039)
# Observations 227 238

Notes: Standard deviations reported in brackets and standard errors reported in parentheses.
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Panel A: Candidate Connected to the Panel B: Candidate Not Connected to the
Provincial Elections O!cer Provincial Elections O!cer

0
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Figure 8: Log(Votes+1) for the Most Connected Candidate
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Evidence of Fraud Reduction

Dependent Variable: Number of Votes for the Most Connected Candidate
(1) (2) (3) (4) (4a) (5) (6) (6a)

Panel A OLS OLS OLS NB ∂y/∂x OLS NB ∂y/∂x

Recieved Letter (=1) (γ̂2) -5.923* -4.729 -4.435 -0.206* -2.922* 0.554 0.044 0.611
(3.303) (3.053) (2.998) (0.119) (1.692) (4.269) (0.166) (2.317)

Letter ∗ PEO Connection (γ̂3) -10.280* -0.533** -6.604**
(5.970) (0.229) (2.585)

Constant (γ̂1) 23.262*** 23.619*** 38.333*** 2.321*** 38.063*** 2.101***
(2.558) (2.095) (7.941) (0.396) (7.740) (0.375)

P-value from test of γ̂2 = γ̂3 0.255 0.115
Stratum FEs No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Full Covariates No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
R-Squared [Log-Likelihood] 0.006 0.230 0.239 [-6500.803] 0.243 [-6492.358 ]
# Observations 1879 1786 1775 1775 1775 1775 1775 1775
# Clusters 437 420 417 417 417 417 417 417

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Dependent Variable: Election Returns Form Manipulation (=1)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (4a) (5) (6) (6a)

Panel B OLS OLS OLS Probit ∂y/∂x OLS Probit ∂y/∂x

Recieved Letter (=1) -0.110*** -0.109*** -0.109*** -0.545*** -0.110*** -0.072 -0.498* -0.120*
(0.031) (0.031) (0.032) (0.157) (0.032) (0.048) (0.272) (0.065)

Letter ∗ PEO Connection -0.073 -0.463 -0.100
(0.065) (0.371) (0.072)

Constant 0.189*** 0.188*** 0.194** -0.739*** 0.196** -6.153***
(0.026) (0.025) (0.086) (0.209) (0.086) (0.730)

P-value from test of γ̂2 = γ̂3 0.991 0.952
Stratum FEs No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Full Covariates No No Yes No Yes Yes
R-Squared [Log-Likelihood] 0.026 0.228 0.229 [-164.209 ] 0.231 [-116.190]
# Observations 465 444 441 441 433 256

Notes: Level of significance: *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01. NB = Negative Binomial regression.
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Evidence of Fraud Reduction: Alternative Definitions of Most Connected Candidate

Dependent Variable Change from Specification Estimated Constant Marginal
Core Definition Coefficient Effect
(# Candidates) ϕ̂2 ϕ̂1

Highest Votes in the Control Sample With:
1. Connection to District Elections Officer (DEO) 7 of 19 OLS -4.702 43.284***

(3.222) (7.309)
NB -0.280*** 2.272*** -4.756***

(0.098) (0.304) (1.711)
Rank -75.444** 954.806***

(35.537) (84.802)
2. Connection to Provincial Elections Officer (PEO) 6 of 19 OLS -5.057 40.400***

(3.070) (6.952)
NB -0.288*** 2.336*** -4.625***

(0.099) (0.309) (1.636)
Rank -76.017** 959.125***

(36.062) (86.482)
3. History of Government Service (Gov’t) 7 of 19 OLS -4.738 42.791***

(3.197) (7.287)
NB -0.329*** 2.308*** -5.492***

(0.097) (0.302) (1.678)
Rank -96.082*** 974.667***

(35.408) (84.666)
4. Runner Up by DEO + PEO + Karzai + Gov’t 19 of 19 OLS 0.189 21.668***

(1.982) (3.721)
NB -0.187** 1.820*** -1.594**

(0.084) (0.281) (0.723)
Rank -76.689** 918.776***

(30.794) (78.762)
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Increases in Expressed Support

MP Provides
Services (=1)

Afghanistan is
a Democracy (=1)

Important to Report
IED to ANSF (=1)

Police Should
Resolve Disputes (=1)

O
ut

co
m

es

−.075 −.05 −.025 0 .025 .05 .075 .1
Share of responses favorable (Treatment) −

Share of responses favorable (Controls)
Note: Reflects estimates from specifications controlling for stratum FEs
and covariates including whether respondents were aware of monitor visits.

Reducing Fraud Increases Support for the Government
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Conclusion

1. Evidence supports the effectiveness of this approach. It’s also
cost-effective, suited to crowd-sourcing and viral adoption,
and potentially sustainable without international support.

2. A lack of constraints on election officials may be a serious
obstacle to free and fair elections.

3. Political connections may facilitate access to impunity. This
may explain some of the persistence of accountability failures
in fragile states.

4. Some evidence that reducing fraud increases popular support.
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Uganda - Treatment Effects

Missing (=1) Adjacent (=1)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Monitoring -0.037 -0.042 -0.040 -0.040 -0.063* -0.065* -0.067** -0.067**
(0.036) (0.032) (0.032) (0.032) (0.033) (0.034) (0.034) (0.034)

Punishment -0.019 -0.031 -0.032 -0.032 -0.090*** -0.101*** -0.101*** -0.101***
(0.036) (0.033) (0.033) (0.033) (0.031) (0.033) (0.033) (0.033)

Both treatments -0.057 -0.053* -0.053* -0.064* -0.066* -0.062*
(0.037) (0.031) (0.031) (0.033) (0.034) (0.034)

Both (Monitoring First) -0.039 -0.043
(0.041) (0.045)

Both (Punishment First) -0.067* -0.080**
(0.041) (0.040)

Constant 0.801*** 0.804*** 0.836*** 0.835*** 0.220*** 0.223*** 0.244*** 0.244***
(0.022) (0.019) (0.076) (0.076) (0.023) (0.023) (0.080) (0.080)

R-Squared 0.003 0.356 0.360 0.360 0.009 0.157 0.164 0.165
# Observations 1104 1104 1104 1104 1034 1034 1034 1034
# Clusters 980 980 980 980 911 911 911 911
Stratum FEs No Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes
Full Covariates No No Yes Yes No No Yes Yes

Notes: Standard errors clustered at the polling station are reported in parentheses. Missing is a dummy variable equal to one if the Declaration
of Results form was missing at the polling center when our interviewers visited to take a picture. Adjacent is a dummy variable equal to one if
the last two digits in the vote total for the top vote recipient at a given polling center are adjacent (e.g. 34 or 21). The full set of covariates are
education, the share of polling station respondents who are: catholic, employed, living in electrified dwellings, support the National Resistance
Movement (NRM), and the share of local respondents who believe that local residents will vote for the same candidate, and who expect violence
at their polling center on election day.
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Spatial Treatment Externalities

Dependent Variable: Number of Votes for Returns Form
the Most Connected Candidate Manipulation (=1)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Specification: NB NB NB NB OLS OLS

∂y/∂x ∂y/∂x ∂y/∂x ∂y/∂x

Received Letter (=1) -2.922* -3.422** -3.362** -3.425** -0.111*** -0.113***
(1.692) (1.574) (1.597) (1.610) (0.032) (0.033)

PCs treated within 1km (=1) -5.316* -0.022
(3.107) (0.056)

Total PCs within 1km (0-5) -0.778 -0.985 -0.976 -0.003 -0.001
(0.536) (0.750) (0.765) (0.012) (0.019)

PCs treated within 1-2km (=1) -1.774 -1.462 -0.030 -0.027
(3.368) (3.351) (0.061) (0.061)

Total PCs within 1-2km (0-24) 0.061 0.087 0.003 0.002
(0.362) (0.362) (0.005) (0.006)

1 treated PC within 1km (=1) -4.236* -4.329* -0.025
(2.496) (2.534) (0.057)

2 treated PCs within 1km (=1) -5.285* -5.283* -0.025
(2.855) (2.843) (0.086)

3 treated PCs within 1km (=1) -3.197 -3.340 -0.001
(3.987) (3.942) (0.101)

4 treated PCs within 1km (=1) -0.548 -0.609 -0.087
(5.587) (5.501) (0.106)

5 treated PCs within 1km (=1) -4.719 -4.760 -0.063
(4.812) (4.882) (0.196)

Constant 0.092 0.103
(0.104) (0.106)

R-Squared [Log-Likelihood] [-6500.803] [-6475.710] [-6473.205] [-6472.867] 0.231 0.233
# Observations 1775 1775 1775 1775 441 441
# Clusters 417 417 417 417 441 441
Mean Dep. Var. in controls 24.457 24.457 24.457 24.457 0.226 0.226
Mean Dep. Var. control +

no treated PCs 0-2km 42.939 42.939 42.939 42.939 0.180 0.180

Notes: Level of significance: *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01. *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01. Robust standard
errors clustered at the the polling center level reported in parentheses. NB = Negative Binomial regression.
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!"# E
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if w1

a(1) ! wb

0 if w1
a(1) > wb

.

Importantly, the change in parameters lead to a new separating value for !, !"" = !b

!1
a(1)

, which

separates Candidate types that prefer to transact in vb from those that prefer to transact in

v1
a.

We now summarize the set of predictions that we take to the data. First, introducing

monitoring will reduce transactions for votes in monitored polling centers (i.e. v2!
a (0) > 0

and v2!
a (1) = 0). Second, candidates with strong Protection Capacity (! low) will react to

monitoring by substituting across polling centers. In other words, if ! < !"", the Candidate

will substitute from v2
a to v1

a. Third, candidates with weak Protection Capacity (! high)

will substitute from transacting after votes to before votes. Specifically, if ! " [!"", !"], the

Candidate will completely substitute to vb out of v2
a and v1

a. Importantly, taken together,

the second and third testable implications of our model imply that monitoring should create

positive spillovers for candidates with strong Protection Capacity and negative spillovers for

candidates with weak Protection Capacity.

Three features of our data allow us to test these predictions. First, we are able to develop

a measure of Protection Capacity, based on detailed data on political networks. Second, a

combination of administrative and primary data allow us to observe fraud both before the DR

form is posted and after the DR form is posted. Last, we have precise geographic coordinates

data provided by the U.S. Military for all of the polling stations in our experimental sample,

so we can test for displacement across polling centers after our monitoring technology is

administered.

Before proceeding to our research design, we mention two policy-relevant implications

of our model. First, in this simple set-up, the result of monitoring is to raise the price of

illegal votes and so reduce the total number of votes that can be purchased with a given

endowment E. Accordingly, a corrupt o!cial sells fewer votes in the monitored equilibrium.

Second, in this model, the spatial externalities for polling center 1, when polling center 2 is

monitored, are positive if Protection Capacity is high and negative if Protection Capacity

is low. The negative externality is because the subjective assessment of the likelihood of

detection at polling center 1 is a"ected by monitoring at polling center 2 ("1
a(0) < "1

a(1)).

In the analysis in Section 5, we investigate this “caution” e"ect empirically in addition to

the Spatial Recovery strategies of candidates with high Protection Capacity.
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Prediction
3 Candidates without a connection to the PEO will recover
through temporal substitution
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Count Manipulation: Examples

I “in Ismailya Polling station, ten of my family members voted
for me, but the Declaration of Results Form displayed only
seven.”

I “382 votes were cast, but then the voting papers were
inexplicably lost. Later that evening, I observed the brother of
Sema Joyenda replacing the vote papers into the boxes.”
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Temporal Recovery

Dependent Variable Count Manipulation 1:
Number of ECC Complaints by Candidates

Sample Full Sample Ink Problems
Panel A (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Received Letter (=1) 1.438** 1.406* 1.358* 2.655 2.771* 4.614* 4.632**
(0.716) (0.750) (0.710) (1.464) (1.602) (2.413) (2.297)

Letter ∗ PEO Connection -2.309 -2.577 -4.320* -4.520*
(1.661) (1.722) (2.090) (2.442)

Constant 1.881*** 1.727*** 3.572 1.791*** 3.504 1.598*** 4.726
(0.295) (0.289) (4.062) (0.287) (4.040) (0.336) (5.438)

Stratum FEs No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Full Covariates No No Yes No Yes No Yes

R-squared 0.008 0.152 0.181 0.159 0.188 0.197 0.240
# Observations 465 444 441 436 433 341 338

Dependent Variable Count Manipulation 2:
Number ECC Complaints Against Polling Official

Sample Full Sample Ink Problems
Panel B (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Received Letter (=1) 0.898 1.052* 1.012* 1.957 2.045 3.677* 3.645**
(0.614) (0.588) (0.560) (1.296) (1.287) (1.889) (1.799)

Letter ∗ PEO Connection -1.692 -1.903 -3.498* -3.589*
(1.309) (1.354) (1.902) (1.886)

Constant 1.476*** 1.163*** 2.808 1.220*** 2.786 1.094*** 4.190
(0.320) (0.234) (2.990) (0.231) (2.975) (0.272) (3.997)

Stratum FEs No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Full Covariates No No Yes No Yes No Yes

R-squared 0.005 0.206 0.239 0.213 0.245 0.262 0.308
# Observations 465 444 441 436 433 341 338

Notes: Level of significance: *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
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Importantly, the change in parameters lead to a new separating value for !, !"" = !b

!1
a(1)

, which

separates Candidate types that prefer to transact in vb from those that prefer to transact in

v1
a.

We now summarize the set of predictions that we take to the data. First, introducing

monitoring will reduce transactions for votes in monitored polling centers (i.e. v2!
a (0) > 0

and v2!
a (1) = 0). Second, candidates with strong Protection Capacity (! low) will react to

monitoring by substituting across polling centers. In other words, if ! < !"", the Candidate

will substitute from v2
a to v1

a. Third, candidates with weak Protection Capacity (! high)

will substitute from transacting after votes to before votes. Specifically, if ! " [!"", !"], the

Candidate will completely substitute to vb out of v2
a and v1

a. Importantly, taken together,

the second and third testable implications of our model imply that monitoring should create

positive spillovers for candidates with strong Protection Capacity and negative spillovers for

candidates with weak Protection Capacity.

Three features of our data allow us to test these predictions. First, we are able to develop

a measure of Protection Capacity, based on detailed data on political networks. Second, a

combination of administrative and primary data allow us to observe fraud both before the DR

form is posted and after the DR form is posted. Last, we have precise geographic coordinates

data provided by the U.S. Military for all of the polling stations in our experimental sample,

so we can test for displacement across polling centers after our monitoring technology is

administered.

Before proceeding to our research design, we mention two policy-relevant implications

of our model. First, in this simple set-up, the result of monitoring is to raise the price of

illegal votes and so reduce the total number of votes that can be purchased with a given

endowment E. Accordingly, a corrupt o!cial sells fewer votes in the monitored equilibrium.

Second, in this model, the spatial externalities for polling center 1, when polling center 2 is

monitored, are positive if Protection Capacity is high and negative if Protection Capacity

is low. The negative externality is because the subjective assessment of the likelihood of

detection at polling center 1 is a"ected by monitoring at polling center 2 ("1
a(0) < "1

a(1)).

In the analysis in Section 5, we investigate this “caution” e"ect empirically in addition to

the Spatial Recovery strategies of candidates with high Protection Capacity.
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Validating the Randomization to Test for Spatial Treatment Effects

Pashtun Income Electrified District Gov. Visited by
Keeps Fair Int’l Monitors

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Received Letter (=1) -0.011 -149.753 -0.011 0.002 0.036
(0.018) (481.044) (0.015) (0.012) (0.034)

PCs treated within 1km (=1) -0.009 399.626 0.023 0.019 0.071
(0.027) (712.704) (0.026) (0.021) (0.053)

Total PCs within 1km (0-5) 0.005 -133.289 0.002 -0.006 0.022*
(0.007) (217.359) (0.005) (0.005) (0.012)

PCs treated within 1-2km (=1) 0.019 -261.177 0.029 -0.022 0.005
(0.029) (713.956) (0.030) (0.024) (0.058)

Total PCs within 1-2km (0-24) -0.007* 133.008 0.002 -0.003 0.015*
(0.004) (129.985) (0.003) (0.003) (0.008)

Constant 0.340*** 10292.155*** 0.678*** 0.140*** -0.008
(0.023) (567.930) (0.023) (0.018) (0.050)

# Observations 444 439 444 442 444
R-Squared 0.817 0.310 0.780 0.506 0.225

Notes: Level of significance: *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses.

Dependent variables are drawn from the baseline survey of 2,904 respondents, performed in the immediate vicinity of

polling centers in one month before the election in August 2010. All regressions include stratum and province fixed

effects.
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Spatial Treatment Externalities by PEO Connection

Dependent Variable: Number of Votes for the Most Connected Candidate
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Received Letter (=1) 0.322 0.611 -0.812 -0.238 -1.214 -0.561
(2.560) (2.317) (2.096) (2.079) (2.059) (2.051)

Letter ∗ PEO connection -7.034** -6.604** -5.872** -5.950** -5.450** -5.637**
(2.810) (2.585) (2.486) (2.403) (2.477) (2.395)

PCs treated within 1km (=1) -6.018** -4.795 -7.653** -6.476*
(2.971) (3.000) (3.867) (3.933)

PCs treated within 1-2km (=1) -3.655 -2.118 -8.103 -5.319
(3.470) (3.344) (6.236) (6.259)

PCs treated within 1-2km ∗ PEO Connection 4.498 4.128
(5.244) (5.248)

PCs treated within 1-2km ∗ PEO Connection 6.909 4.729
(7.588) (7.367)

Total PCs within 1km -0.823 -0.825 -0.809 -0.781
(0.552) (0.545) (0.554) (0.548)

Total PCs within 1-2km 0.068 0.106 0.120 0.141
(0.358) (0.352) (0.364) (0.359)

Covariates No Yes No Yes No Yes
Log-Likelihood -6572.349 -6492.358 -6535.431 -6468.679 -6531.407 -6466.075
# Observations 1786 1775 1786 1775 1786 1775
# Clusters 420 417 420 417 420 417

Notes: Level of significance: *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01. Results are marginal effects from Negative Binomial
regressions with stratum fixed effects. The full set of covariates is the share of respondents who are Pashtun, Tajik, anticipate
violence on election day, and whether the polling center was visited by international election monitors.
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Table: Summary Statistics for Political Connections Data

Variable Mean Std. Dev.
Connected to Provincial Elect. Officer (=1) 0.491 0.504
Connected to District Elect. Officer (=1) 0.228 0.423
Served in Senior Post Since 2001 (=1) 0.614 0.491
Served in Junior Post Since 2001 (=1) 0.158 0.368
Connected Directly to Karzai (=1) 0.298 0.462
Indirectly Connected to Karzai (=1) 0.281 0.453
# Observations 57

Notes: Data are from systematic investigations of candidates’ political history

over the period December 1979 - August 2010 commissioned by Democracy

International. We use data on the 57 candidates running in the 19 electoral

districts in which our experiment took place. The full set of variables available

in this data set are described in the data appendix.
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Table: Additional Summary Statistics

Variable Mean Std. Dev. # Observations

Vote Measures
Votes for most connected candidate (connections index) 20.176 38.403 1879
Votes for most connected Candidate (DEO) 27.925 54.886 1934
Votes for most connected Candidate (PEO) 24.465 46.994 1934
Votes for most connected Candidate (Karzai) 20.644 38.381 1883
Votes for most connected Candidate (gov’t service) 27.852 54.604 1942
Votes for most connected Candidate (connections index runner up) 17.846 37.401 1924

Additional Fraud Measures
Election returns form manipulation (=1) 0.133 0.34 465
Number of ECC complaints by candidate 2.617 7.865 465
Number of ECC complaints against polling official 1.935 6.697 465

Geospatial Measures
PCs treated within 1km (=1) 0.503 0.501 465
Total PCs treated within 1km 1.084 1.352 465
Total PCs within 1km 2.204 2.505 465
PCs treated within 1-2km (=1) 0.632 0.483 465
Total PCs treated within 1-2km 2.355 2.475 465
Total PCs within 1-2km 4.712 4.693 465

Notes: Votes data are from the Independent Election Commission (IEC). Complaints data are from the Electoral Complaints

Commission (ECC). Geographic coordinates for the polling stations in our sample are provided by the International Security

Assistance Force (ISAF).
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Table: Robustness to Other Measures of Form Manipulation

Returns Form Missing
(1) (2) (3) (5) (6)

OLS OLS OLS Probit ∂y/∂x

Recieved Letter (=1) -0.073 -0.088** -0.093** -0.416*** -0.163***
(0.046) (0.041) (0.040) (0.150) (0.058)

Constant 0.573*** 0.567*** 0.620*** -0.452
(0.033) (0.029) (0.090) (0.689)

R-Squared 0.005 0.383 0.414
Log-Likelihood -335.082 -214.715 -203.178 -183.433 -183.433
# Observations 465 444 444 314 314
Stratum FEs No Yes Yes Yes
Full Covariates No No Yes Yes

Notes: Level of significance: *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01. Robust standard errors are

reported in parentheses. Returns Form Missing is a dummy equal to 1 if the returns form is

missing for any reason. The full set of covariates is the share of respondents who are Pashtun,

Tajik, who anticipate violence on election day, and whether the polling center was visited by

international election monitors.
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Table: Treatment Externalities by Connection to the Provincial Elections Officer

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Received Letter (=1) -2.493 -0.390 0.165 -3.143 -0.735 -0.071
(3.382) (2.211) (2.158) (3.265) (2.106) (2.064)

Letter ∗ PEO connection -8.095** -6.172** -6.233*** -6.298 -5.460** -5.703**
(4.031) (2.512) (2.408) (3.980) (2.506) (2.387)

Total PCs treated within 1km -2.562 0.091 0.390 -2.277 0.644 0.991
(1.778) (1.349) (1.311) (1.819) (1.382) (1.342)

Total PCs treated within 1-2km (=1) -1.932 0.756 0.847 -3.710** -0.151 0.031
(1.655) (1.207) (1.174) (1.606) (1.130) (1.117)

Total PCs treated within 1-2km ∗ PEO connection -2.060 -1.796 -1.936
(2.105) (1.538) (1.545)

Total PCs treated within 1-2km (=1) ∗ PEO connection 2.721** 2.439* 2.117
(1.209) (1.327) (1.342)

PEO Connection (=1) 4.338 -1.494
(3.807) (4.427)

Total PCs within 1km -0.773 -1.756** -1.729** -0.507 -1.647** -1.642**
(1.144) (0.823) (0.792) (1.076) (0.820) (0.791)

Total PCs within 1-2km 0.227 -0.505 -0.393 0.487 -0.443 -0.340
(0.818) (0.620) (0.594) (0.797) (0.611) (0.593)

Covariates No No Yes No No Yes
Stratum FEs No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Log-Likelihood -7045.151 -6543.951 -6473.036 -7033.084 -6535.020 -6465.392
# Observations 1879 1786 1775 1879 1786 1775
# Clusters 437 420 417 437 420 417

Notes: Level of significance: *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01. Robust standard errors clustered at the polling center level are reported in parentheses.

Results are marginal effects from Negative Binomial regressions with stratum fixed effects. The Most Connected Candidate is identified using the procedure

described in Section ??. All regressions include full covariates and province and stratum fixed effects. The full set of covariates is the share of respondents who

are Pashtun, Tajik, anticipate violence on election day, and whether the polling center was visited by international election monitors. PEO Connection = 1 for

the 7 provinces in which the Most Connected Candidate has a connection to the Provincial Elections Officer and 0 for the remaining 12. PEO Connection (=1)

is not included in the interacted regressions as it is collinear with the stratum fixed effects.
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Theory

Panel A: Supply and Demand for “Before” Votes Panel B: Supply and Demand for “After” Votes
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We now summarize the set of predictions that we take to the data. First, introducing

monitoring will reduce transactions for votes in monitored polling centers (i.e. v2!
a (0) > 0

and v2!
a (1) = 0). Second, candidates with strong Protection Capacity (! low) will react to

monitoring by substituting across polling centers. In other words, if ! < !"", the Candidate

will substitute from v2
a to v1

a. Third, candidates with weak Protection Capacity (! high)

will substitute from transacting after votes to before votes. Specifically, if ! " [!"", !"], the

Candidate will completely substitute to vb out of v2
a and v1

a. Importantly, taken together,

the second and third testable implications of our model imply that monitoring should create

positive spillovers for candidates with strong Protection Capacity and negative spillovers for

candidates with weak Protection Capacity.

Three features of our data allow us to test these predictions. First, we are able to develop

a measure of Protection Capacity, based on detailed data on political networks. Second, a

combination of administrative and primary data allow us to observe fraud both before the DR

form is posted and after the DR form is posted. Last, we have precise geographic coordinates

data provided by the U.S. Military for all of the polling stations in our experimental sample,

so we can test for displacement across polling centers after our monitoring technology is

administered.

Before proceeding to our research design, we mention two policy-relevant implications

of our model. First, in this simple set-up, the result of monitoring is to raise the price of

illegal votes and so reduce the total number of votes that can be purchased with a given

endowment E. Accordingly, a corrupt o!cial sells fewer votes in the monitored equilibrium.

Second, in this model, the spatial externalities for polling center 1, when polling center 2 is

monitored, are positive if Protection Capacity is high and negative if Protection Capacity

is low. The negative externality is because the subjective assessment of the likelihood of

detection at polling center 1 is a"ected by monitoring at polling center 2 ("1
a(0) < "1

a(1)).

In the analysis in Section 5, we investigate this “caution” e"ect empirically in addition to

the Spatial Recovery strategies of candidates with high Protection Capacity.
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combination of administrative and primary data allow us to observe fraud both before the DR

form is posted and after the DR form is posted. Last, we have precise geographic coordinates

data provided by the U.S. Military for all of the polling stations in our experimental sample,

so we can test for displacement across polling centers after our monitoring technology is

administered.

Before proceeding to our research design, we mention two policy-relevant implications

of our model. First, in this simple set-up, the result of monitoring is to raise the price of

illegal votes and so reduce the total number of votes that can be purchased with a given

endowment E. Accordingly, a corrupt o!cial sells fewer votes in the monitored equilibrium.

Second, in this model, the spatial externalities for polling center 1, when polling center 2 is

monitored, are positive if Protection Capacity is high and negative if Protection Capacity

is low. The negative externality is because the subjective assessment of the likelihood of

detection at polling center 1 is a"ected by monitoring at polling center 2 ("1
a(0) < "1

a(1)).

In the analysis in Section 5, we investigate this “caution” e"ect empirically in addition to

the Spatial Recovery strategies of candidates with high Protection Capacity.

14
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Model

I Perfect information. An election official sells to a polling
center candidate. Two polling centers (1 and 2).

I Votes before the posting of results: vb

I Votes after the posting of results: v1
a, v2

a

I The official faces a fine for manipulation F and expects to be
caught with probability φb(vb), φ1

a(v1
a;m2), φ2

a(v2
a;m2).

I Candidates can intervene in the adjudication process:
θb ∈ [0, 1] in the before margin and by θa ∈ [0, 1] in the after
margin.

I The candidate’s type is defined by θ = [θb, θa].
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Supply of Fraudulent Votes

The risk-neutral expected utility-maximizing official solves:

max
vb,v1

a,v2
a

E(Uo) = wbvb − φb(vb)θbF + w1
av

1
a − φ1

a(v1
a;m2)θaF

+ w2
av

2
a − φ2

a(v2
a;m2)θaF

The official’s first order conditions provide upward-sloping supply
functions for each type of vote:

wb(vb) = φ′b(vb)θbF ;

w1
a(v1

a;m2) = φ1′
a (v1

a;m2)θaF ;

w2
a(v2

a;m2) = φ2′
a (v2

a;m2)θaF.
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Demand for Fraudulent Votes

max
vb,v1

a,v2
a

Uc = v0 + vb + v1
a + v2

a;

s. t.

E ≥ wbvb + w1
av

1
a + w2

av
2
a.

Prior to monitoring, φ1′
a (v1

a; 0) = φ2′
a (v2

a; 0) → consider only the
markets for vb and v1

a.

The candidate’s demand for fraudulent votes is thus given by:

vb =

(
E
wb

if wb(vb) ≤ w1
a(v1

a; m2)

0 if wb(vb) > w1
a(v1

a; m2)
; v1

a =

(
E

w1
a

if w1
a(v1

a; m2) ≤ wb(vb)

0 if w1
a(v1

a; m2) > wb(vb)
.
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Comparative Statics: The Market for Fraudulent
Votes

Panel A: Supply and Demand for “Before” Votes Panel B: Supply and Demand for “After” Votes
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Figure 1: The E!ect of Monitoring on the Market for Fraudulent Votes
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Comparative Statics: Monitoring Responses by Type
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Figure 2: Separating Values for !̃
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To summarize, we take four predictions to the data:

1. Fraud Reduction: v2∗
a (0) ≥ 0 and v2∗

a (1) = 0. Higher
expected costs → Higher prices → less fraud for a given
endowment E.

2. Effects are Larger for More Powerful Candidates: Without
monitoring, only θ̃ < θ̃′ types purchase v1

a and v2
a. Either

purchase less or end altogether for types with θ̃ ∈ [θ̃′′, θ̃′].

3. Temporal Recovery: Intermediate candidates (θ̃ ∈ [θ̃′′, θ̃′])
will substitute from transacting after votes (v1

a or v2
a) to

before votes (vb).

4. The Chilling Effect and Spatial Recovery: If θ̃ < θ̃′′, the
candidate will substitute from v2

a to v1
a. If θ̃ ∈ [θ̃′′, θ̃′], the

candidate will completely substitute to vb out of v2
a and v1

a.
Note that this implies a negative treatment externality:
monitoring v2

a transactions also reduces v1
a, which we term the

“chilling effect”.
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